
 
MMTA QUIZ #1 COURSE 3 –  

THE TERMINOLOGY OF GEOCOSMIC CYCLES 

 
 

1. Which planets are considered the “faster moving planets”? 

 

Sun, Mercury, Venus, or Mars (Moon too, although not actual planet) 

 

2. Which planets are known as the “inner planets” in geocentric astrology?” 

 

Sun, Mercury, Venus, or Mars (Moon too, although not actual planet) 

 

3. Which planet is used in heliocentric astrology that is not used in geocentric astrology? 

 

Earth instead of Sun 

 

4. Which heliocentric planet ingress are we most concerned about in the timing of Gold 

prices?  

 

Heliocentric Mercury into Sagittarius 

 

5. What are the major aspects used in market timing of trading cycles?  

 

Conjunction, Opposition, Square, Trine 

 

6. What is the main trading cycle used to analyze or trade financial markets? How long does 

it last in most financial markets? 

 

Primary cycle: 17-19 weeks with orb of 3-4 weeks 

 

7. Which other trading cycles are used in market timing for traders? What is their general 

periodicity? 

 

Half-primary: 8-11 weeks, Major: 5-7 weeks, Trading: 2-4 weeks 

 



8. What is the difference between Level 1, 2, and 3 geocosmic signatures? 

 

Level 1: At least a 66.7% historical correspondence to primary or greater cycle within 8-12 

trading days. C/S Value of 9.4 or greater // Level 2: At least a 60% historical correspondence 

to primary or greater cycle within 8-12 trading days. C/S Value of 9.00 or greater // Level 3: 

Less than 60% historical correspondence to primary or greater cycle within 8-12 trading 

days. C/S Value of less than 9.00 

 

9. What is a geocosmic cluster? 

 

A time band in which there are at least two Level 1, 2, or 3 signatures with no more than 6 

calendar days between any two consecutive aspects. 

 

10. How is a geocosmic critical reversal date calculated? 

 

It is midway point between the first and last signature in a geocosmic cluster.  

 

 

 

 

  



MMTA QUIZ #2 COURSE 3 –  

DESIGNING THE C/S STUDY FOR PRIMARY CYCLES 

 
 

1. In the MMTA methodology for measuring the strength of trading cycles, what is the value 

assigned to the following cycles: 

 

Primary or greater cycles    5      

Double top or bottom to primary cycles  4.5    

Half-primary cycles     4      

Double top or bottom to half-primary cycles 3.5    

Major cycles      3      

Double top or bottom to major cycles  2.5     

Major cycle corresponding to < 4% reversal 2    

Trading cycle corresponding to > 4% reversal 2     

Trading cycle corresponding to < 4% reversal 1 

 

2. If a trading cycle (primary, half, major or regular trading cycle) unfolded in 75% of cases 

of a particular geocosmic signature within an allowable orb, what would its Consistency 

(C) value be? 

 

3.75 .75 x 5 = 3.75 

 

3. In point 2 above, what would the C/S value be if its relative strength (S) was 4.37? 

 

3.75 + 4.37 = 8.12 

 

4. What are the two criteria that define the strongest Level 1 signatures? 

 

C/S value of greater than 9.40 and a 66.7% or greater correlation to primary cycle 

highs/lows. 

 

5. What is the C/S value needed to be at least a Level 2 signature? 

 

9 or greater 

 

 

6. How do you calculate the relative strength (S) value of a geocosmic signature? 

 

 

The Relative Strength (‘S’) is the value of each cycle type that occurred nearby to the 

aspect date. The cumulative total is added, then divided by the number of instances in 

which a cycle occurred. Only the strongest cycle values are applied for the “All” row.  

 

 

 



NO QUIZZES FOR LESSONS 3 AND 4 

 

 

 

MMTA QUIZ #5 COURSE 3 –  

GEOCOSMIC CORRELATIONS TO PRIMARY OR GREATER CYCLES 

 
1. Which stationary planets have the highest correlation to 50-week or greater cycles? List 

them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 50% or greater correlation. 

 

 

Uranus direct and Venus direct 

 

 

2. Which stationary planets have the highest correlation to primary or greater cycles within 

12 trading days? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 66.7% 

or greater correlation. 

 

Neptune Rx 86% 

Uranus  Dir   83% 

Venus Rx  78% 

Uranus Rx 77% 

Mars Dir  75% 

Venus Dir 73% 

Saturn Dir 70% 

 

 

 

 

3. Which stationary planets have the highest correlation to at least 4% or greater reversals 

within 4 trading days? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 

75% or greater correlation. 

 

Venus Rx 83% (Neptune Rx, 77%) 

 

 

4. Which stationary planets have the highest correlation to C/S values? List them in their order 

of frequency, and include only those with a value of at least 9.40. 

 

Venus Rx   9.63 

Uranus Dir  9.54 

Uranus Rx  9.52 

Neptune Rx  9.52 

Venus Dir  9.50 

Saturn Rx  9.46 

Saturn Dir  9.43 



 

 

 

5. Looking at the other geocosmic signatures, which have the highest correlation to 50-week 

or greater cycles? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 50% 

or greater correlation. 

 

Jupiter-Saturn 90 square (60%), Jupiter-Uranus 270 square (57%), Jupiter-Uranus 120 

trine (55%), Venus-Pluto 270 square (55%), Mars-Jupiter 90 square (50%), Mars-Saturn 90 

square (50%), Mars-Uranus 270 square (50%), Jupiter-Pluto 90 square (50%). 

 

 

 

6. Which planetary aspects have the highest correlation to primary or greater cycles within 

12 trading days? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 66.7% 

or greater correlation. 

 

Jupiter-Uranus 120 trine (91%), Jupiter-Pluto conjunction (88%), Sun-Neptune 90 square 

(83%), Jupiter-Uranus conjunction (82%), Jupiter-Uranus opposition (82%), Mars-Saturn 

Opposition (82%),  Sun-Uranus 90 square (82%),  Venus-Pluto 270 square (81%), Jupiter-

Pluto 270 square (80%), Mars-Saturn 90 square (80%), Mars-Neptune opposition (78%), 

Mars-Pluto conjunction (78%), Jupiter-Uranus 240 trine (78%), Mars-Uranus 90 square 

(76%), Mars-Pluto 120 trine (75%), Neptune 120 trine (75%), Mars-Uranus conjunction 

(75%),  Jupiter-Neptune 90 square (75%), Mars-Neptune 240 trine (74%), Mars-Uranus 

opposition (74%), Sun-Uranus 240 trine (74%), Sun-Saturn opposition (73%), Venus-

Uranus conjunction (72%), Venus-Uranus opposition (71%), Mars-Jupiter 240 trine (71%), 

Mars-Uranus 120 trine (70%), Sun-Uranus conjunction (70%), Jupiter-Uranus 90 square 

(70%), Venus-Saturn 270 square (70%), Sun-Jupiter 270 square (71%), Jupiter-Uranus 270 

square (71%), Sun-Saturn 240 trine (69%), Sun-Saturn 270 square (69%), Sun-Neptune 

conjunction (75%), Venus-Pluto 90 square (68%), Mars-Neptune 270 square (68%), Sun-

Pluto opposition (67%), Venus-Saturn 240 trine (67%), Mars-Neptune conjunction (67%), 

Jupiter- Jupiter-Neptune opposition (67%); All Saturn-Uranus (70%) 

 

 

 

7. Which planetary aspects have the highest correlation to at least 4% or greater reversals 

within 4 trading days? List them in their order of frequency, and include only those with a 

75% or greater correlation. 

 

Jupiter-Pluto 90 square (90%), Uranus 90 square (86%), Sun-Uranus conjunction (83%), 

Jupiter-Uranus opposition (82%), Venus-Pluto 90 square (80%), Jupiter-Saturn 90 square 

(80%), Sun-Jupiter conjunction (79%), Sun-Jupiter 90 square (79%), Sun-Jupiter 120 trine 

(79%), Sun- Sun-Neptune conjunction (79%), Venus-Uranus 270 square (79%),  Jupiter-

Saturn 120 trine (78%), Sun-Neptune 270 square (78%), Venus-Mars 120 trine (78%), 

Venus-Neptune 270 square (78%), Sun-Saturn conjunction (76%), Venus-Uranus 



conjunction (76%), Mars-Jupiter 120 trine (75%), Jupiter-Saturn conjunction (75%), 

Jupiter-Neptune 90 square (75%), Jupiter-Pluto 120 trine (75%) 

 

 

8. Which planetary aspects have the highest correlation to C/S values? List them in their order 

of frequency, and include only those with a value of at least 9.40. 

 

Jupiter-Uranus opposition (9.82), Jupiter-Uranus conjunction (9.73), Jupiter-Uranus 270 

square (9.71), Sun-Uranus conjunction (9.7), Sun-Uranus 90 square (9.7), Jupiter-Pluto 

conjunction (9.69), Uranus 120 trine (9.68), Sun-Jupiter opposition (9.6), Jupiter-Saturn 90 

square (9.6), Jupiter-Pluto 270 square (9.60),  Mars-Uranus 270 square (9.59), Sun-Neptune 

90 square (9.59),  Sun-Saturn opposition (9.57), Neptune opposition (9.57), Venus-Jupiter 

270 square (9.54), Mars-Saturn opposition (9.54), Jupiter-Uranus 90 square (9.50), Mars-

Saturn 90 square (9.50), Jupiter-Neptune 270 square (9.50), Jupiter-Neptune 120 trine (9.46), 

Sun-Mars 90 square (9.45), Mars-Pluto conjunction (9.48), Sun- Venus-Mars conjunction 

(9.47), Venus-Pluto 270 square (9.45), Mars-Uranus 90 square (9.44), Venus-Pluto 90 square 

(9.44), Jupiter-Saturn conjunction (9.44), Jupiter- Jupiter-Uranus 240 trine (9.44), Jupiter-

Neptune 90 square (9.42), Venus-Saturn opposition (9.43), Venus-Uranus opposition (9.42), 

Sun-Uranus 240 trine (9.42), Saturn-Uranus ALL (9.40), Venus-Saturn 90 square (9.4), Sun-

Neptune conjunction (9.4) 

 

 

 

9. Which planetary pair cycles have at least 5 of their major aspects with a 64% or greater 

correlation to primary or greater cycles? 

 

Sun-Neptune, Venus-Pluto, Mars-Jupiter, Mars-Uranus, Jupiter-Uranus 

 

 

10. Which planetary pair cycles have at least 4 of their major aspects with a 64% or greater 

correlation to primary or greater cycles? 

 

Sun-Uranus, Sun-Neptune, Venus-Saturn, Venus-Pluto, Mars-Jupiter, Mars-Uranus, Mars-

Neptune, Jupiter-Uranus, Jupiter-Neptune, Saturn-Uranus (all) 

 

 

 

 

11. Which planets in opposition to the Sun are the strongest of their planetary pair set? 

 

Sun-Jupiter opposition (75%), Sun-Neptune opposition (74%), Sun-Saturn opposition 

(73%) 

 

 

12. In your opinion, which planetary pair aspect set is the strongest correlation to primary or 

greater cycles? When does the next aspect from this set occur? 



 

Jupiter-Uranus; conjunction April 20, 2024 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


